Money to burn: incomes grow in 1993

By John McCord
Business Reporter

Despite the recent recession, many U.S. citizens now have more money to spend, according to a recent Department of Commerce study.

National incomes increased steadily between August and December last year, which contributed to an 4.7 percent overall increase during 1993. Commerce Department statistics show.

In addition, Americans spent more than $1 trillion for consumer durables and services in 1992, according to statistics.

Economic officials said these factors indicate that personal incomes continue to rise both nationally and locally.

Pauine Cyper, economic analyst for the Department of Commerce, said the income increases are substantial because they are ahead of the 2.7 percent rise of inflation in 1993.

"Conservative (inflationary) growth is usually means a 2 percent increase, and people have been spending 6 percent more than a year ago," said. "In addition to the (income) increases, we're seeing stronger employment, so things are looking up so far."

Charles Vessel, labor-market economist for the Department of Employment Security office in Harrisburg, said increases in personal income are likely to have taken place in Jackson and Williamson counties also.

Because employment has remained fairly steady in Jackson County, Vessel said national income figures also would apply to local residents.

"Because of the retail trade and highway transportation industries, Jackson and Williamson counties might be seeing an increase in income," he said. "Saline and Gallatin counties, on the other hand, have lost about 700 workers because two of their coal mines closed."

Employment in Jackson County increased 2 percent in 1993, but recently dropped 2 percent in December, according to IDES.

Vessel said the decrease represents a normal seasonal change brought on by the winter weather. IDES and Illinois' director of Commerce officials said they do not keep local and state records on personal income, and therefore national statistics apply to most Illinois counties.

In addition to personal income, increases have surfaced in other areas, Commerce Department

see INCOME, page 5

Maple takes aim

Candidate boasts
SIUC importance,
pupil involvement
By Dan Page
Politics Reporter

Focusing on SIUC and involving citizens in the legislative process are two aims which 11th District State Representative candidate Karl Maple hopes to distinguish himself from Democratic incumbent Gerald Hawkins.

"I've got three degrees: bachelor's, master's and doctorate, from SIUC. I've been around the University for 25 years and I really have a feel for its history, problems and where we can go from here," Maple said.

"SIUC is the 8th or 9th largest employer in Illinois and I think our legislators have got to start recognizing that. And the importance this institution has to Southern Illinois." Maple agrees to a certain extent that there are some similarities between the two candidates, but agrees there are significant differences as well.

"Obviously, since we're both Democrats, we have a basic philosophical starting ground, but I think the main difference is how we view the University," Maple said.

"My opponent has spent very little time on the University since he's been elected. He has got to make some needed programs and resources available, not reduced via political trade-offs in the legislature."

As political science professor and chairman at John A. Logan College, Maple said his focus is well grounded in the future of Illinois' educational system.

"I'm very concerned about IBIE cuts. There has not been enough input and consideration and that is a dangerous thing," he said. "This University affects the overall health of this whole region. I am not pleased in the way we have seen cutbacks. I don't want to see another graduate program cut."

Maple said he would not have run for office had it not been for numerous local citizens who came to him and said they were dissatisfied with Hawkins' representation.

see MAPLE, page 5

Wrong way

At 3 p.m. Thursday afternoon, a gold Fiero was travelling the wrong direction on University Avenue, near the island. The driver attempted to turn west onto South Highway 51. As she entered the intersection again, she collided with a semi-truck head on. The Fiero was thrown into the intersection of South Highway 51 and Mill Street. Accident reports were not released as of Thursday night.

GPSC hopes to salvage programs

By Marc Chosa
General Assignment Reporter

The Graduate and Professional Student Council Wednesday discussed tactics to convince the SIU Board of Trustees to keep four doctoral programs from elimination.

Programs considered for elimination because of funding cut backs by the Illinois Board of Higher Education are: physical education, sociology, political science and the master's of science in administration of justice.

GPSC member Karl Mowery said the rationale for eliminating the programs is based on money and educational value.

"They (the Board of Trustees) are claiming a 'Double E.'" said Mowery. "They claim the programs are economically and educationally unSound."

The GPSC Executive Council

see GPSC, page 5

Black History Month

takes center stage, creates leadership

Related story, Page 3

that he made the move entirely as a means of resolving remaining questions about the fate of missing U.S. soldiers.

"I am absolutely convinced it

see CLINTON, page 5

Gus Bode

Gus says the BOT is giving the double 'e' to B-O-O-T.

Clinton places immediate halt on 19-year Vietnam embargo

Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON--Taking a hard-line approach to close the wounds of a divisive war, President Clinton Thursday ordered an immediate end to a 19-year trade embargo against Vietnam.

Clinton, setting aside any economic rationale, asserted

Local peach crops survive floods, harsh winter weather

Professor honored by new position in organization
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Salukis down UNI

89-68, Pavlovic leads with 17 points
COME FLY WITH SKY TRAVEL
"Professionally Working For You"
SUNNY FLORIDA ON SALE!
Orlando: Airfare: 7 Nts Hotel. Taxes Included.
Only $507.95
Double-occupancy
We offer many other vacation packages ON SALE!
PLAN YOUR SPRING BREAK NOW!

Tom’s Place
Purchase one Special Rib Eye Dinner and receive another FREE!
Open Valentine’s Day!
Hours: Tues-Sun. at 5 p.m.
10 m. N. of Carbondale
51 North
867-3033
Reservations Recommended

everyone needs a PAAL.

council Travel
1513 N. Detroit St, 2nd Floor
Ph: 312-951-3058
Call for a Free
Travelers magazine

University Career Services
Woody Hall B-204
453-2391

University Career Services Presents:
The Top Ten Reasons to Use the Total Scheduling System(TSS)
1. Avoid the Woody Hall shuffle. Use your touch tone phone from your home, car, plane, boat.
2. Schedule interviews with companies recruiting at University Career Services (“No more waiting in line, I can do it from my touch tone phone at home.”)
3. Verify company interview dates and times by touch tone phone. (No more, “Hey, I forgot!”)
4. Access the Total Scheduling system for upcoming UCS work shops and special events. (Don’t be a chicken, use the phone!)
5. Leave messages for your assigned placement counselor via TSS!
(“Hey, my cover letter is six pages long. Is that a problem?”)
6. Look more up about upcoming career fairs by accessing the Total Scheduling System. (“Cee, I didn’t realize there were six annual career fairs.”)
7. Hear a listing of resume workshops with dates and times.
(“You mean I have to write my own resume?”)
8. One of the best ways for you to uncover job leads.
9. Access critical job related information 24 hours a day, seven days a week, via touch tone phone. (“I can access the system from anywhere in the United States!”)

For more information contact:University Career Services

*SmoKERS Be Paid For
1. Research Participation or
2. Quit Smoking Research
Call SIUC Smoking Cessation Program between 10 am & 6 pm
453-3561 453-3527

Study in Europe
Presentation:
200 p.m., February 9, 1994
University Museum
Audiitorium, Piner Hall

Newswrap

RUSSIA SIGNS FRIENDSHIP, MILITARY TREATY
The leaders of Russia and Georgia signed a treaty of friendship and military cooperation Thursday that would bring the small anti-communist Caucasian nation into Moscow’s sphere of influence. The agreement would allow Russia to maintain three military bases in Georgia and provide Russia with a Russian force, does not limit the type of talks to equip a new Georgian army, Russian Defense Minister Pavel Grachev said the three bases, housing fighter and bomber planes and marine landing craft, would be for the Black Sea. Moscow for the Black Sea.

VENEZUELA ELECTS NEW ADMINISTRATION
Rafael Caldera first ran for president in 1947 when Venezuela "was an economic mess governed by corrupt and inefficient autocrats with a small educated class ruling over their shoulders. The 31-year-old candidate was viewed as a loose cannon of national politics, and he lost. Venezuela is again an economic mess, its last government was corrupt and inefficient, and the military is loosing influence in the background. The big difference is that Caldera became president Wednesday, having defeated 17 other candidates in national elections Dec. 5. But even now Caldera, 78, is seen as a leader trying to re-create himself and his country in the image of the past.

CHINESE FIND ENTERTAINMENT ON ICE
This is the time, between Christmas and the Chinese Spring Festival (Jan. 16-17), for months spent on the moon around the Forbidden City, for ice dancing and hockey matches on the frozen lakes of Beihai and Purple Bamboo parks, and for weekend outings on the wide, wind swept, frozen waters of the old and new Qing Dynasty summer palaces 10 miles northwest of Beijing. Winter skating in Beijing is glorious not because of where it is on ice, but because of where that ice is. Few other places on earth offer such dramatic settings, redolent of history, for ice adventures.

FEDERAL WORKERS ALLOWED TO SPEAK
The Clinton administration will not punish federal workers who accept money for writing articles or giving speeches on subjects unrelated to their official duties until the Civil Service Reform Act is signed. For the issue, the Office of Government Ethics said this week. The question that had arisen in some agencies after the administration’s surprise decision last month to appeal a court order overturning a ban Congress imposed on federal employee honoraria. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia rejected the ban as an infringement on the workers right to speech. Some speak.

EMPLOYMENT FIGURES RAISE CONCERNS
Four weeks ago, Labor Secretary Robert Reich ruled financial markets who are moving ahead as a new step to boost the job market. He proposed new jobs that his department’s Bureau of Labor Statistics was set to report the next day. Reich said he thought that payroll employment would rise in the area of probably another 100,000 to 200,000. The actual number was 133,000. Financial analysts had been expecting a larger increase, so the numbers hit the bond market. Bond prices rose, interest rates fell and helping U.S. tax rates at the short end of the bond curve were rising right back.

SCHAFER CAN'T HIDE FROM WHITEWATER
Beverly Benton Schaffer leaves her downtown law offices to pick up her 6-year-old daughter, then the two of them go home. For Schaffer, a figure in the political arena simply means it’s a way to briefly shut out the world. But now she can’t hide from the flood of press calls, the cancer crews, the constant questions about her actions nine years ago as a top securities regulator in Bill Clinton’s state government.

Corrections Clarifications
Betsy Johnson is a member of the SIUC Friends of Native American culture. But she is not a Native American. This was misleading in the Jan. 26 edition as a key error. She was misleading as referring to herself when actually she was speaking of a friend’s experience.

— from Daily Egyptian wire services
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Accuracy Desk

If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3111, extenst 253 or 256.
Professor uses new role to educate all

SIUC educator named group president
By Katie Morrison
Sycamore Assignment Reporter

SIUC professor Douglas Bedient aims to improve education and keep students from falling through the cracks -- now his devotion has made him the leader of one of the largest non-union education advocacy groups in the world.

The international honorary fraternity for educators, Phi Delta Kappa, has elected Bedient president for a two-year term.

Bedient, who teaches in curriculum and instruction, has been a member of the fraternity for 26 years.

Membership is only by invitation.

The fraternity’s main purpose is to improve the quality of public education, Bedient said.

Bill G. Gooch, SIUC professor in work force education and development and president of the Carbonilde chapter, said granting fellowship to students in education, publishing a monthly journal to all the groups members about improving performance in schools and approaching legislature to meet the needs of education are all part of the promotion of good public education.

This nation is great because of good public education," Gooch said. "The fabric of society would deteriorate without it.

In good public education is pin-pointing problem areas, such as the at-risk learner. Bedient said.

Bedient At-risk learners are students who need extra help, some educational areas or have learning disabilities, Bedient said.

He said he believes that putting extra time and energy into those students is worth it.

Bedient has worked with at-risk learners that need extra help and has seen how those students prosper under the special situation.

"It’s very rewarding," he said. "You get to see the opportunities for growth in them.

As international president of the organization, Bedient said he has some changes in mind, including:

- sponsoring an at-risk learner at each local chapter,
- developing a new community service partnership,
- increasing the number of at least one local chapter operation at each chapter,
- increasing chapter membership,
- increasing participation in education foundation.

Gooch said he is confident Bedient will bring strong leadership to the organization.

"He has a vision," Gooch said. "He can see that vision to improve the performance in any area in education."

Phi Delta Kappa was founded in 1905 and currently has 135,000 members with about 550 active chapters and 795 chapters in the United States.

Before coming to SIUC in 1967 as a graduate student, Bedient worked as a media specialist in Mt. Vernon and taught high school in Green River, Wyo.

He received his bachelor’s degree in education from the University of Wyoming in 1955 and master’s and doctoral degrees at SIUC in 1964 and began teaching at SIUC in 1969.

Bedient currently lives in rural Murphysboro.
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Weekly Reader
Rebecca Johnson (far left) a graduate assistant in linguistics, teaches a Level II C conversation class in Thompson Woods.

Thursday afternoon, the class was looking over unfamiliar words in the Daily Egyptian, and discussing local issues.
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Program, masters degrees same
By Emily Priddy
Administration Reporter

Program duplication in the Rehabilitation Institute may be eliminated, making SIUC more attractive to potential employers if the Board of Trustees approves the cut at its monthly meeting next Thursday.

SIUC Graduate Council chairman Steven Kraft said the council approved the elimination of the master of arts degree in the rehabilitation counseling and the administration of rehabilitation programs.

Degrees were cut because master of science degrees, which currently are more attractive to employers, also are offered at both programs. Gary Austin, SIUC Rehabilitation Institute Director, said, "Basically it’s duplication," he said. "The students have selected historically to take the M.S. and the professor has developed since the 60’s to where the M.S. is preferred by the employers." The master of arts and master of science programs are similar and give students basically the same qualifications, Austin said.

The differences in the program are minimal, so there’s really no advantage to maintaining that (M.A.) program," he said.

The master’s program in rehabilitation counseling allows students to be certified rehabilitation counselors, which qualifies them for human-service professions ranging from hospital to youth rehabilitation, Austin said.

"Rehabilitation counseling"

see DEGREES, page 11
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Peach trees survive Cold snap, snow

By Stephanie Molett
Environmental Reporter

Last summer’s floods and warm, wet weather may have deadly effects on Southern Illinois crops and increase the number of peach trees seen on campus, SIUC agriculture officials say.

Ray Taylor, assistant professor of plant and soil sciences, said the temperatures of the heat that killed a significant amount of peach buds in Southern Illinois.

Colvin Corley, of Colvis Orchards said trees suffered some bud loss, but a full crop still is expected.

Wayne Sirles, of Rendleman Orchards in Alto Pass, said his Rendleman crops encountered 30 to 40-percenter damage. The Harmony crops suffered a 50 percent loss. Loring crops suffered 60-percent damage and Cresthavens suffered a 50-percent loss.

Although area peach growers suffered with the freezing temperatures, it is not as bad as it sounds, Taylor said.

"It only takes a 5 to 10-percenter survival rate of the buds to get a full crop," Taylor said. "The partial loss of crops can mean larger fruit size and better quality because there is less competition between the fruits."

The harshening effect of peach buds may have saved the remaining buds, said Taylor.

"A peach flower bud can be killed in midwinter temperatures that are -20 to -30 degrees," Taylor said. "But that can be lowered by exposure to colder temperatures."

Every day that a peach bud is exposed to sub freezing temperatures adds one degree of hardness to the bud. However, the time the bud has been exposed to the freezing temperatures to lose that
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Vietnam embargo discussed
By Jeff McIntire
International Reporter

SIUC students and faculty disagree on whether Vietnam will help locate persons missing in action after President Clinton lifts the trade embargo.

Thuy Trinh Nguyen, president of the Vietnamese Student Association, said she is unsure whether she supports lifting the trade embargo, but she expects it to have positive effects on the Vietnamese economy.

She said help from the United States would encourage more investment in Vietnam.

"Lifting the embargo would probably be a good idea, but I don’t know that much about the subject." she said. "I would think if we would have more people into the country, and we’ll get more tourists money." 

Nguyen also said ending the embargo would encourage Vietnamese people living in the United States to visit their homeland without fear of being held to stay there.

The U.S. Senate, led by Vietnam War veteran John Kerry, D-Massachusetts, voted 62-38 in bipartisan support Jan. 28 for lifting the embargo if the ends the 19-years embargo.

However, Chris Lambert, president of the SIUC Veteran’s Club, said he does not think the embargo should end because the Vietnamese government has withheld information about the 2,300 U.S. citizens missing in action.

"I would not like to see it happen because it seems that Hanoi has been lying about the fate of those missing in action," he said.

"It seems they have been lying about the fate of those missing in action," Lambert said.

He said thanks financial gain was a big reason for the popular support to end the trade restriction.

SIUC economics professor Paul Prescott said ending the embargo actually will help the United States get information on people missing in action.

He said if U.S. citizens can travel and invest in Vietnam, the government likely will provide more assistance in locating soldiers.

see VIETNAM, page 13
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Notice

The USG vigil in remembrance of Joseh White, which originally was scheduled for 8 p.m. Saturday, has been changed. The vigil will be held tonight, beginning at Allen Hall in University Park and ending at Detours, 708 E. Grand Ave.

February 4, 1994 Daily Egyptian
Bar safety program fails on physical test

THIS SATURDAY WILL MARK ONE YEAR SINCE the incident at Checkers nightclub which resulted in the loss of an SIUC student’s life, and illustrated the need for better training among bar employees. The death of Jose Wright, 24, exemplified the tragic results of mixing alcohol and inadequately-trained bar employees in an overcrowded setting.

Public outcry over the senseless death prompted the Carbondale Police Department, the city and the University to look into ways of improving existing policies in the future.

In that year that has followed, the University community can look at the city’s support for the Training for Intervention Procedures by Servers of alcohol program and a training guide for bar employees as attempts toward ensuring the safety of both bar employees and patrons.

THESE MEASURES CERTAINLY ARE A STEP in the right direction but do little to resolve the dangerous environment which led to the untimely death of Wright on Feb. 5.

While 50 percent of alcohol servers at a drinking establishment now are required to undergo TIPS training, no physical-restraint training, either in manual form or classes, is required of bar employees.

The training and the recent in a series of six-mon, increases in bar entrance age, may lessen the amount of underage drinking. Fewer underage drinkers, in turn, means less overcrowding at area-bars.

Whether the 19-year-old entrance requirement will noticeably decrease the amount of underage drinking in local bars will remain to be seen.

HENCE, ONE YEAR LATER, KEY ISSUES THAT led to the spilling of Jose Wright’s blood on the sidewalk of a Carbondale nightclub, are still left unaddressed. There can be no assurance that such a tragedy will not be dealt with situations where physical force is needed. Bouncers, who serve in an entirely different capacity and with far less training than police, cannot be expected to substitute in their absence.

One possible solution is the use of state licensed security guards to handle potentially dangerous situations as they develop. Training for security guards is relatively cheap. In the past, John A. Logan has offered the two classes needed for $56 each, excluding material costs. During these classes, students are taught the proper use of deadly and non-deadly force and verbal techniques that can often lead to non-physical conflict resolutions. As such, this type of training, as well as the development and use of employee guidelines, reduces the bar’s potential liability should an incident occur.

SECURITY GUARDS CANNOT REPLACE THE training and experience a police officer can bring to a potentially violent situation. However, whether called upon or not, police cannot always be expected to be on the scene when violence erupts.

The possible use of security guards deserves further attention on the part of the city and bar owners. There is a clear delineation between police officer and bouncer and neither should be called upon to perform outside their respective functions. Perhaps security guards can fill the tenuous gap between the two.

Regardless of training, neither police officers nor security guards should be asked to handle conflict in an overcrowded potentially out-of-control environment.

Rather, patrons need to act in a responsible manner and bar owners need to ensure that crowds do not exceed legal limitations.

Letters to the Editor

Materialism permeates society

In a recent letter on homelessness, M.D. Caldwell seemed to equate the liberal-based corporate ethic with “who work hard, save their money, and raise their kids properly.”

In contemporary America, it is possible for a responsible, substance-free citizen with dependents to work over 40 hours a week in a fast food shop, possibly working harder than many executives, and still be unable to meet subsistence.

This I relate to homelessness in a different light. In a society upholding centralized capitalism, the desire for materialism is one of the basic drives to motivate the work force. Materialism also keeps the wage-slave work force from realizing the full ramifications of centralized, capitalist repression across society.

Once an individual cleansers their soul from the infections of materialism, that person also loses one of the major economic motivations to at least maintain an attempt at subsistence. In addition, when an individual is economically repressed to the point of debilitation, where does this person turn in a society enveloped by M. Caldwell’s “rugged individualism” and the work-hard-for-money-and-materialism attitude?

I propose that a significant amount of the homelessness is a direct reflection of the worker repression caused by centralized capitalist economies. Furthermore, the “choice” of being homeless needs to be defined.

M. Caldwell, did the study you cited imply that 90% of the homeless decided one day that they would rather be homeless and follow through by forfeiting personal responsibilities? I doubt it.

In a centralized capitalist society, there are only a few “deviants” who have realized pure spiritual enlightenment through destroying every drop of popular culture conditioning for materialism that has infected their souls. There are limited choices for these spiritual deviants who have been economically repressed to the point of debilitation and alienation from society.

M. Caldwell, he combination of rugged individualism and working hard, as you mentioned to accumulate money for material motives is exactly what prevents us from curing many social ills and forming cohesive, meaningful communities. And what exactly so you and other conservatives mean by traditions, values—those values that citizens used in the past to keep women subordinate and blue-collar workers pathetically bound, of which are also significant causes for homelessness.

To solve the problem of homelessness and other social ills, we do need to take personal responsibility to recognize each other’s abilities and work hard together at changing the repressive economic system. Only then can cohesive communities be established with tangible meaning that influence spiritual instead of materialistic motivation within each citizen.

—Kevin Antonovich, senior, elementary education
INCOME, from page 1

statistics showed:
- Wage and salary disbursements increased by $80 million in 1993, raising to $3,080.4 billion from $2,973 billion in 1992.
- Personal savings in the month of December increased by $4 million, representing a steady monthly increase since August. However, the annual savings rate plummeted by almost $40 million since 1992.

MAPLE, from page 1

"I have a definite concern that my opponent is not in touch with the people he is representing. I believe a candidate should have monthly or bi-monthly meetings with committees of local citizens who will convey their concerns and suggest remedies for a solution."

"Since Hawkins got into office, we've lost four major industrial plants, including the Florsheim and Singer plants. We need economic development—my opponent didn't even support the call for a best way to resolve the Vietnamese loss in influence, if there are veteran oppositions to use a symbol program to represent the maples' and support the voting of the four major programs councils. We need to make the decision on the basis of the merits of each program, " said.

"We (GPS C) don't know if there's a single resolution will allow us (representatives) to feel they have total funding equity, we should at least strive for less superficial prison efforts."

Maple said he has proposed a monthly challenge to Hawkins up to the primary where they can debate the specifics of their campaign proposals.

Among a series of forums between the candidates are a WSIU televised debate Feb. 25 and a debate sponsored by the League of Women Voters in the first week of March.

"These debates will be the true place where the election will ultimately be decided and positions will be made known, he said.

CLINTON, from page 1

offers the best way to resolve the fate of those who remain, and about whom we are not true, "he said at a White House press conference.

"I have said that any decisions about our relationship with Vietnam should be made by one factor and one factor alone: gaining the full cooperation of the pope for our priests of war and our missing action.

"It's the president's help in answering these questions has recently produced a substantial progress in accounting for the missing, Clinton said, referring to the work of the State Department.

"We would lose leverage if there were no forward movement in improving relations. And if the Vietnamese lose interest in helping to find the missing, Clinton said, the embargo will be re-imposed."

The step, still short of full normalization of relations, culminates years of anguished public debate. Although many Vietnamese veterans pushed for lifting the embargo, major veterans groups condoned it by a commander-in-chief who avoided military service.

An electrical fire Thursday forced about 250 people to be evacuated from Morris Library, a library official says.

Tom Kilpatrick, access services librarian and safety coordinator, said a bell inside a fuse box, set fire to a fuse in the Undergraduate Library, causing the evacuation.

"We sounded the fire alarm and called the fire department," Kilpatrick said.

Harry Threlfall, assistant fire chief of the Carbondale Fire Department, South Tower, said they received a call at 3:15 p.m. from SIMC Security notifying "them of the fire."

"We dispatched three trucks to the scene, but one was delayed when the driver stopped to help a man," Threlfall said.

Threlfall said the only damage was the bell, and it is being replaced for fires of this type to occur.

Kilpatrick said no sprinkler system was set off because the electrical fire started inside a fuse box.
By Candace Samoilinski
Special Assignment Reporter

Entertainment lovers will focus on the music industry's brightest stars Monday when the 21st Annual American Music Awards air across the nation.

The awards are among the music industry's highest honors, recognizing artists with 25 awards in six categories, including: pop/rock, country, soul/R&B and blues, rap/hip hop, heavy metal/hard rock and adult contemporary.

Paul Shefrin, public relations chief for the awards, said at any show of this kind, the public can expect to see a few surprises.

"Of course no one can make a true prediction on who will come out a winner at the awards," he said.

Shefrin said the show's impact on an artist's career has proven to be one of the aspects that contributes to the community's popularity.

"For those new performers, this program is a way for their career to take off. In fact, it sometimes generates a whole new set of fans," he said. "For other stars who are well established, it's another chance for their fans to see them and keep their image alive."

While all of the surprises the show holds, there will be a few things viewers can expect to see, such as certain awards that are handed out each year.

These include the Award of Merit, which will be presented to Whitney Houston, and the International Artist award, given to Rod Stewart.

Shefrin said the Gin Blossoms will also make their first network television performance on the show.

"In essence, there will be about 70 million people watching them and almost all of them are interested in music, this can do great things for their careers," he said.

Shefrin said another aspect of the awards show is the increase in the number following the performance.

"The catwalks are established, the audience is proven, and thousands of people are interested in music, this can do great things for their careers," he said.

Campbell said his album has been among the Top 10 for the better part of the year.

Westbrook, manager of Tracks Records in University Mall, said he does not believe Houston will walk away with the win.

"Janet Jackson has had a really great year with her three singles," he said.

On the career issue, Westbrook said Alan Jackson has been a dominating force this year.

**THE SPORTS SECTION**

with Ryan Lieber

returns SAT. FEB. 5 at 1:30pm.

Live call in line, 453-6550

Only on HOUSING CABLE Channel 24

Ace Verusia, Peri Detective
SAT SUN MAT 1:15 3:15

My Father the Hero
SAT SUN MAT 2:45

Blink
Daily 4:45 7:15 5:50
SAT SUN MAT 2:15

Iron Will
Daily 4:30 7:00 9:45
SAT SUN MAT 1:30

Mrs. Doubt Fire
Daily 4:45 7:15 5:45
SAT SUN MAT 1:30

Grumpy Old Men
8:45 6:15 4:45 9:20
SAT SUN MAT 1:45

Philadelphia
4:15 6:45 9:20
8:45 6:15 4:45

PHILADELPHIA
8:45 6:15 4:45

GRUMPY OLD MEN
8:45 6:15 4:45

Now FREE REFILL on popcorn and drinks!
Treat teeth sweetly says ADA

By Aleksandra Macy
Health Reporter

With Valentine’s Day fastly approaching, many will encounter big, red boxes filled with chocolates and bon bons — but the American Dental Association recommends that sweethearts give toothpaste and toothbrushes instead.

In choosing the right toothpaste for a Valentine, it is important to look at many factors — most important being the presence of fluoride, according to the association.

Fluoride helps fight cavities and keeps calcium on teeth. Calcium encourages remineralization, which strengthens teeth and slows the production of acids that attack teeth, the association said.

Some chewing gums, such as Trident, can have a ‘chemical reaction with saliva and when pH levels are correct, can help prevent tooth decay, Faith Miller, a dental hygienist for Carbondale Dentist Georg. Karnes said. “Some people are more susceptible to decay than others and chewing Trident will affect everyone different,” Miller said.

To ensure a toothpaste contains fluoride, users should check the label for the ADA seal of acceptance. The seal is given to fluoride toothpastes that reduce tooth decay and fight cavities.

The association warns that some all-natural toothpastes, which do not contain artificial sweeteners or food coloring, also may not contain fluoride.

Some toothpastes contain abrasives like baking soda to clean and polish teeth. Last year, the association accepted fluoride toothpastes with baking soda at concentrations of 10 percent or less. At this level, baking soda is a low abrasive.

Using high-abrasive toothpaste or brushing too hard can leave gouges in the teeth where bacteria colonize, often resulting in gingivitis, the association reports.

Gingivitis, the first stage of gum disease, occurs when plaque vegetates under the gums, causing them to become red and irritated. Bleeding also may be associated, according to the Carbondale General Dentistry Center.

Manufacturers that make anti-plaque claims must prove a toothpaste prevents gingivitis to get the association’s acceptance. There are active ingredients that do prevent plaque buildup. Chlorhexidine is available in a prescription mouth rinse called Periexis and sanguinaria, derived from the bloodroot plant, is an ingredient in Vident toothpaste.

A toothbrush and anti-plaque toothpaste can remove plaque from teeth when used thoroughly and correctly. Tartar, however, must be scaled or scraped from teeth by a dentist.

Tartar is the hard, white or yellowish deposit on teeth. It results from plaque calcifying with the minerals in saliva.

Tartar-control toothpastes will not reduce tartar that is already present, but can control further buildup.

Whitening toothpastes will sometimes whiten teeth that are discolored. If teeth have changed to a yellowish hue, they most likely have been stained by coffee, tobacco or alcohol. In this case, a whitening agent will most likely work.

Teeth that are gray-toned, indicate mineral pigmentation inside the tooth caused by some kind of trauma that occurred to developing teeth. Teeth that have been discolored in this way can be bleached.

The association warns that hydrogen peroxide, the active ingredient in many whiteners, may damage gums and products containing acidic ingredients may erode tooth enamel.

The STARZ! Are Out.

Catch the excitement!

STARZ! FREE Preview
February 1-16
On Ch.43 in Carbondale

Friday, Feb. 4
Men At Work 7:00pm
The Black Windmill 9:00pm

Saturday, Feb. 5
Jug's Fever 7:00pm
The Grasshopper 9:30pm

Zima ClearMalt is, let's see... it's lightly carbonated but not fizzy like beer... (even though it is brewed), and it's um, sophislicated, tasting but lighter than a regular mixed drink, and um, easy drinking but me so sweet (gaaah!) like a wine cooler; and it's clear, so you can see through it and check out what's going on in the rest of the room even while you're drinking it (very important) and... what else? You can drink it straight or on the rocks.

The 14% off Everything That Covers Your Heart.

Also receive 14% off the purchase of gift certificates. Offer does not include sale merchandise.

February 1-14
Photographer's life offers insight

By Melissa Edwards
Entertainment Reporter

Coreen Simpson's jewelry is flashy, tasteful. She has the voice of a city dweller, but somehow making it apparent that she is a New York City artist.

Simpson gave a presentation of some of her work Wednesday night as part of the third Site Specific photo series, along with some words of advice for aspiring photographers.

"When you have a camera, you can automatically run the show," she said. "Empower yourself!"

Simpson started as a secretary, then became a writer, before she realized her career was not advancing. After freelancing for various New York publications, she decided to try photography because she often was unhappy with photos that accompanied her stories.

"Then I realized you get double the money when you hire pictures and an article," she said.

Simpson had no formal training as a photographer, but after a few years, people began calling just for photos.

"Being a photographer is like having a passport to the world," she said.

In her 16 years as a photographer, she has traveled the globe for photographs. She has pictures of Jesus Jackson in Africa, fashion models in Paris and drag queens in New York City.

"When you go to places like Africa and Europe, you must come back with the goods," she said. "There are no excuses — that's a sign of professionalism."

But what Simpson has become most noted for is her "B-Boy" series — photos of early hip-hop style that depict African-American and Hispanic youth wearing the emblems and fashions of the New York City hip-hop scene.

She recently has expanded into other areas of photography, moving to a more artistic focus.

She also has photographed such entertainers as Flavor Flav and Public Enemy.

But even while her photography is a success, she has expanded her creative talents to other areas.

Before making money as a photographer, she designed and sold jewelry to support herself.

Now she is back in the jewelry business with her own company, Cameo Productions in New York City and recently has begun to design jewelry for Avon.

"The key to success is being open to change," Simpson said. "Think about what you have to give, not what you can take, from the community," she said.

Let's Padre!
Spring Break '94 South Padre Island, Texas

Located on the top lawn of Texas, South Padre Island is the hottest Spring Break destination. Literally! This year, Spring Break at SPI is hotter than ever with more music, more water sports, and more legendary nightlife. Where else can you "breakin'" and get a spicy taste of Mexico to boot?

Be a part of the College Beach Volleyball Championships, or build your part in a sand castle contest.

The Country Music Association will be "sand-blustin'" on the beach with Confederate Railroad, the Gibsons/Miller Band and Brother IV. But that's not all.

Lari White, Little Texas and Twister Alley will lock you till the sun goes down.

South Padre Island is convenient by car or by plane. You'll find a flight to fit your schedule on Southwest, American or Continental Airlines via the .y International Airport in Harlingen or, by Continental to Brownsville's International Airport.

So what are you waiting for? Pick up your phone now and call 1-800-343-2388. Tell them you want your South Padre Island Spring Break '94 information in the mail TODAY!

Find us at South Padre Island Convention & Visitors Bureau
Baron Park Plaza, South Padre Island, Texas 78597

Education for the Real World
Graduate degree programs (MA, PhD) in International Affairs with an emphasis on contemporary policy relevant issues

Area and Functional Fields:
- International Studies (including U.S. Latin American Relations)
- European Studies
- Peace Studies
- Comparative Development
- International Business
- International Economics
- International Health Policy
- International Relations
- Theory
- International Security
- Conflict
- Foreign Policy Analysis

Apply by February 1 for assistantships and other financial aid.

North South Center

Students who are interested in international affairs are particularly encouraged to apply for North South Center Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room 427
Coral Gables, FL 33124-2150
(305) 284-4175
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Month recognizes cultural history

By Kyle J. Chapman
Special Assignment Reporter

Historian Carter G. Woodson established Black History Week in 1926 to recognize the hidden history of African and African Americans and his idea evolved into the interally recognized Black History Month.

Leadership key to building better future

By Chris Davies
Special Assignment Writer

SIUC student Mark Shelton says reading about his role model Booker T. Washington taught him the advantages of education and what it takes to become a community leader.

My family developed a library," he said. "Forget about government, forget about congress and the city, we are going to have to start doing it for ourselves."..."Booker T. Washington showed me that you have to have a trade and an education," he said. "He who has a trade and an education is likely to do far better than he who is not so trained." While being full-time students, working on campus, involved in extracurricular activities, Mark Shelton, Lorenzo Henderson, Tina Davis, Trevona Williams and Kevin Green, still find time to participate in community affairs.

Woodson was one of the voices in a time when people disregarded and lied about African-American history. "Woodson began to collect and underscore the contributions of our people," he said. "He is an icon in black history for his efforts and his excellence."..."No single person has made an intellectual movement comparable to the black-history movement organized by Woodson. He fought against racism and for the development of black consciousness rooted in a firm historical record," Guthrie said. Woodson became known as the father of Black-American History. Through his contributions to scholarly research and for being a key organizer of the Black History movement, according to Abdul Alkalim's "Introduction To African-American Studies."..."His parents were ex-slaves and he did not enter high school until he was 20. He was educated at Berea College, the University of Chicago, Harvard. Where he got his doctorate degree in 1912 and the Sorbonne University of Paris. Woodson wrote the first general history of African-Americans that became a standard reference. "The Negro in Our History," in 1922..."In 1915, Woodson organized the Association for the Study of Negro History and Life. One year later, he began publishing "The Journal of Negro History," which documented African-American history in many ways. He went on to found the Association, which is a resource for students to continue documentation of African-American history. Dele Omosegbon, a Black American Studies lecturer, said African-American history has been obscured and African-Americans are not acknowledged African-American accomplishments. "The motivation for Black History Month was from the fact that African Americans have no known history," Omosegbon said. "For us we was perveted because society has believed in the see HISTORY, page 12

Black American Studies create continued learning

By Angela Hyland
Special Assignment Reporter

SIUC student Mattie Bryant's high school teachers taught her little about African-American history, but at home she found books about the lives and accomplishments of great leaders in her family's cookbooks. "My family developed a library," she said. "My stepfather was always buying books on different people (with an African heritage)."

Stories and biographies about African Americans filled shelves of several bookcases in her home, and Bryant said she remembers reading dozens of books on topics such as ancient Egypt and its powerful African-American kings and queens. When Bryant came to SIUC, she said she wanted to continue learning about the topics she and her stepfather so often had discussed. She said the originally intended to take Black American Studies classes as electives, but after her second class, she wanted to come to the program..."We're all trying to get out of here, so usually don't find people taking classes that are not going to add to their agenda," she said. "And yet you find a lot of African-American students interested in and taking African-American studies classes."..."Robert Guthrie, director of the SIUC's Black American Studies program, said most students enrolled in BAS classes do not plan to obtain a minor in the area. "We wouldn't have as many students showing up for these classes if they thought they were taking it for that (to obtain a BAS minor), and that's why it takes me so long." Black History Month should serve as a reminder to all students about the importance of learning not only about their own heritage but also about other cultures' contributions, he said....

The lives and accomplishments of the individuals celebrated during this time are as significant the rest of the year, and learning about them should be an ongoing..."We should be understanding the importance of reading about the lives and accomplishments of our Black leaders and the contributions they have made to this nation," Bryant said.

see LIBRARY, page 11

State's Attorney, Roland Borriss, who impressed him during a talk on the importance of hard work and education. "I saw Roland when I was in the sixth grade and I have had a close relationship with him ever since," he said. "He was comports back then but he impressed me with his speech and showed me the importance of Black involvement in government." Henderson, a senior in Administration of Justice from Chicago, plans to run for Undergraduate Student Government President..."I believe that while a lot off good has come from the civil rights activism of the see LEADERS, page 10
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1960s and the fight against discrimination, we have let each other down in many other ways," he said. "The black on black violence of today and our leaders not returning to their communities to help out are just a few ways we let each other down."

Tina Davis, editor of Expressions, the African American literary magazine on campus, said she also would like to see more student involvement in government.

“Certain incidents happen on campus without much action being taken that is effective," she said. "The Jose Waight incident the Pyramid fires, are just a few things that have happened and nothing seems to have gotten done.”

Davis, a junior in English from Evanston, said African Americans need a voice on those incidents and involvement in student government is one way assuring that a voice is heard.

"I would like to see more blacks in the senate and pull together developing a sense of unity in the studying a candidate," she said. One student leader said she also believes that African Americans need to develop closer relations with each other to succeed at a University.

Treena Williams, coordinator of the Black Student Affairs Council, leadership conference, said the key to succeeding in life and in education is networking.

"The leadership conference gives back students from all over the country the opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with each other," she said. "This helps students develop new ways of solving problems they may be have at their campuses and maintain relations that could prove helpful after graduation.

Williams, a junior in social work from East St. Louis, said she chose social work because she feels a need to have a direct affect on her community.

"I have a desire to help people who are struggling in our community," she said. "I am specializing in drug and alcohol counseling and I feel that I can be of some assistance.

Williams said political involvement does not always have to consist of being a candidate for office. "A lot of powerful people died so that blacks could have the right to vote," she said. "By voting in elections we not only have a direct effect on government but we show respect for those who died so that we could enjoy such a right." Kevin Green, coordinator for the Black Affairs Council, said. Although political involvement is important for black student leaders, black students need to find other more creative involvement on campus.

"Students need to take advantage of the services on this campus even if they do not want to participate in student government they need to seek out other ways to be heard," he said. "Black students cannot afford to sit behind closed doors anymore." Green has been involved in the council since 1990 and runs his own photography business, KAG, in his spare time in Carbondale.

Green said the person who inspires him the most is his former roommate and BAC coordinator Antonio Washington, who last fall "Antonio taught me to push myself and that we have to make things happen for ourselves," he said. "Students have to keep moving forward when times get hard."

Unemployed music writer makes comedy

By Kyle J. Chapman

Daily Egyptian

Reporters

David Fulton began comedy when he looked at his life and saw that he felt he was not a very funny person. As an unemployed music writer with only a few jokes to tell, The Student Programming Council will bring this newcomer: from Idaho to entertain with his style of cynicism and social disbelief at 8 tonight in the Big Muddy Room in the SIUC Student Center.

Fulton started his comedy in Idaho, where he was trained by his friends. After winning "The Funniest Person in Idaho" competition, Fulton quickly became a favorite in the Pacific Northwest clubs and colleges.

Fulton said doing comedy was just something a friend asked him to do because he did not have a job. "I was unemployed and my a friend of mine said, 'You should try comedy,' and pretty soon people started booking me and I began to enjoy the feeling of being on stage," Fulton said.

Fulton said he was able to adjust to doing comedy because he has a rare satirical wit and a lot of social experience people can relate to. Fulton takes time out from comedy to do community service, performing for AIDS benefits, food banks and public relief.

He said he likes to put things of social importance into his jokes, like drugs and male-female relationships, to challenge his audiences to think about some of the problems of the world and make them laugh at the same time. "I like to take things you think are social relevance in my comedy because I want people to laugh and think," Fulton said.

Fulton said he gets involved with things like giving to the homeless and Make a Wish because he feels an obligation to Americans who are disadvantaged.

"As Americans we have to be responsible for other Americans that can't wait for the government to kick it," he said.

Fulton has a diverse background of comedic influences, including George Carlin, Richard Pryor and Bill Hicks.

Fulton has since moved to Los Angeles and has earned him an appearance on MTV's "Half Hour Comedy Hour" and A&E's "Evening at the Improv."
Anti-AIDS therapy failing in trials

Los Angeles Times

Richard J. Traugue, chief scientist at Immune Response Corp., went to the international AIDS conference in Berlin last June to deliver what he thought was good news: promising results from clinical trials of the company's anti-AIDS therapy.

Speaking with scientists and investors, he described how the Carlsbad, Calif., company co-founded by Dr. Jonas Salk had achieved some success with a treatment that aims to boost the immune system of people infected with the HIV virus. He was mildly discouraged.

Immune Response is one of dozens of biotechnology companies facing tough times in their drive to discover effective treatments for the disease.

Several years ago, investors rushed to companies like Immune Response in the hope that science would soon find a vaccine or cure for the fatal disease.

But that optimism has waned as some promising avenues of research have hit dead-ends amid a growing realization that the battle to conquer AIDS will be a long one.

Start-up biotechnology companies involved in AIDS research are having a hard time raising capital. Many more established companies have formed joint ventures with major pharmaceutical companies—also heavily involved in AIDS research—to help finance their research efforts.

Some biotechnology executives warn that if the investment climate does not improve soon, some companies will be forced to cut back or even abandon AIDS-related research.

Guthrie, who has been involved in AIDS research for 10 years, said the problem is that science would soon find a vaccine or cure for the fatal disease.
DEGREES, from page 3

assume that one had some skills and through a process of rehabilitation a person is able to possibly return to useful employment," he said. "We’re talking about maintaining the quality of life for people with disabilities."

Kraft said because standards change with professions, the master of arts degree virtually has become obsolete in the area of rehabilitation.

"Over time, the kind of degree that becomes the standard in a given field changes," he said. "Over time, there’s been a greater call for people who graduate with a master of science degree."

Austin said the change will have little impact on students — last year only six of the 200 students in the programs were master of arts candidates.

"The major advantage (to the cut) is going to be in clarity of articulation of the program to students," he said.

The Student Health Programs will be closed from 8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday, February 9, 1994, for staff orientation. If you have a medical concern please contact one of the following:

Carbondale Clinic
Urgent Care Center
2601 West Main
549-5361
TDD (Hearing Impaired) 529-1870
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale
Emergency Room
404 West Main
549-0721

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '94

International Menu Week
Monday, Feb. 7 - Thursday, Feb. 10, 11:15am - 1:30pm
Student Center Old Main Restaurant
Monday, Feb. 7 - Thursday, Feb. 10, 11:15am - 2pm
Student Center Marketplace

International Cooking Demonstration
Monday, Feb. 7 - Thursday, 11:30am - 1pm
Student Center Ballroom B

Proclamation of International Week
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 8:00 am - 1pm
Student Center Gallery Lounge

Concert by Ghana
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 7pm
Student Center Ballrooms C & D

National Teleconference
"The U.S. and the Third World"
Thursday, Feb. 10, 12:20 pm
Student Center Auditorium

All events free except for Int. Menu Week & Buffet • For more information call 453-3427
VIETNAM, from page 3

Vietnamese hard-liners to become even less helpful in locating MIAs. Trescott said the agreement would result in a change in Vietnamese economic policy. "Vietnam is eager to rebuild and has a lot of need for the skills of Americans," he said. Opening trade with Vietnam would create opportunities for businesses such as Pepsi-Cola to "open a new market for their products."

The embargo originally was imposed in 1964 against North Vietnam, but was expanded to all of Vietnam when South Vietnam fell in 1975.

Busy students receive support, social interaction:

By Angela Hyland

"They often have few opportunities to network in a social setting with those who share similar problems and life experiences, but some SIUC employees are working to change that," said Paul Frederich, a senior in political science from Lemore.

"I usually stay up pretty late," said Claudia Brown, who participates in the Student Recreation Center's 30-minute performance. "Non-traditional students are locked in their dorm rooms for most of the day."

After dropping her son Christopher off at college, Porcelli dashes to campus, where she remains for most of the day. "I try to stay up late at night after he (Christopher) is in bed and the family is asleep," she said. "I usually stay up pretty late."

Non-traditional Student Services co-worker Claudia Brown said students who come to her office often have more responsibilities than traditional students.

"Some students are locked into this major," Brown said. "They often don't have time to network, and they feel very removed from the traditional population."

Often they have few opportunities to network in a social setting with those who share similar problems and life experiences, but some SIUC employees are working to change that, she said.

Brown said in an effort to provide more opportunities for networking and interaction, she coordinates Social Interactions for the University of Illinois at Springfield, a social event open to all of the University of Illinois at Springfield at Springfield, a social event open to all individuals of all ages.

The first program is 5-45 tonight at the Student Recreation Center Lounge. It features a performance by the Greek Kids Puppets troupe of the Springfield Christian Church of Christ. Free pizza and refreshments will be provided after the 31-minute performance.

Future activities include a country western jamboiree on March 4 and a magic show April 1.
HUNTING for cash values?

When you're in the right place with the D.E.

Call 536-3311 and place your ad today.
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Best Selections in Town

SIX BEDROOM

405 S. Berwick
510 S. Berwick
515 S. Berwick
565 S. Berwick
560 S. Berwick
404 W. Orchard
408 W. Orchard
406 W. Orchard
403 W. Orchard
403 S. Orchard
402 W. Orchard
407 W. Orchard
413 W. Orchard
417 W. Orchard
419 W. Orchard
423 W. Orchard
505 W. Orchard
509 W. Orchard
511 W. Orchard
513 W. Orchard
515 W. Orchard
517 W. Orchard
521 W. Orchard
523 W. Orchard
525 W. Orchard
531 W. Orchard
533 W. Orchard
535 W. Orchard
539 W. Orchard
541 W. Orchard
543 W. Orchard
545 W. Orchard
547 W. Orchard
551 W. Orchard
553 W. Orchard
555 W. Orchard
557 W. Orchard
561 W. Orchard
563 W. Orchard
565 W. Orchard
567 W. Orchard
571 W. Orchard
575 W. Orchard
579 W. Orchard
581 W. Orchard
585 W. Orchard
589 W. Orchard
591 W. Orchard
593 W. Orchard
597 W. Orchard
599 W. Orchard
603 W. Orchard
605 W. Orchard
607 W. Orchard
611 W. Orchard
613 W. Orchard
615 W. Orchard
617 W. Orchard
619 W. Orchard
623 W. Orchard
625 W. Orchard
627 W. Orchard
631 W. Orchard
633 W. Orchard
635 W. Orchard
637 W. Orchard
641 W. Orchard
643 W. Orchard
645 W. Orchard
647 W. Orchard
651 W. Orchard
653 W. Orchard
655 W. Orchard
657 W. Orchard
661 W. Orchard
663 W. Orchard
665 W. Orchard
667 W. Orchard
671 W. Orchard
673 W. Orchard
675 W. Orchard
677 W. Orchard
681 W. Orchard
683 W. Orchard
685 W. Orchard
687 W. Orchard
691 W. Orchard
693 W. Orchard
695 W. Orchard
697 W. Orchard
701 W. Orchard
703 W. Orchard
705 W. Orchard
707 W. Orchard
711 W. Orchard
715 W. Orchard
717 W. Orchard
721 W. Orchard
723 W. Orchard
725 W. Orchard
729 W. Orchard
731 W. Orchard
733 W. Orchard
735 W. Orchard
739 W. Orchard
741 W. Orchard
743 W. Orchard
747 W. Orchard
749 W. Orchard
751 W. Orchard
755 W. Orchard
759 W. Orchard
761 W. Orchard
763 W. Orchard
765 W. Orchard
767 W. Orchard
771 W. Orchard
773 W. Orchard
775 W. Orchard
777 W. Orchard
781 W. Orchard
783 W. Orchard
785 W. Orchard
789 W. Orchard
791 W. Orchard
793 W. Orchard
795 W. Orchard
797 W. Orchard
801 W. Orchard
803 W. Orchard
805 W. Orchard
807 W. Orchard
809 W. Orchard
811 W. Orchard
815 W. Orchard
817 W. Orchard
819 W. Orchard
823 W. Orchard
827 W. Orchard
829 W. Orchard
831 W. Orchard
833 W. Orchard
835 W. Orchard
837 W. Orchard
841 W. Orchard
843 W. Orchard
845 W. Orchard
847 W. Orchard
851 W. Orchard
853 W. Orchard
855 W. Orchard
857 W. Orchard
861 W. Orchard
863 W. Orchard
865 W. Orchard
867 W. Orchard
871 W. Orchard
873 W. Orchard
875 W. Orchard
877 W. Orchard
881 W. Orchard
883 W. Orchard
885 W. Orchard
887 W. Orchard
891 W. Orchard
893 W. Orchard
895 W. Orchard
897 W. Orchard
901 W. Orchard
903 W. Orchard
905 W. Orchard
907 W. Orchard
911 W. Orchard
913 W. Orchard
915 W. Orchard
917 W. Orchard
919 W. Orchard
921 W. Orchard
923 W. Orchard
925 W. Orchard
927 W. Orchard
931 W. Orchard
933 W. Orchard
935 W. Orchard
937 W. Orchard
941 W. Orchard
943 W. Orchard
945 W. Orchard
947 W. Orchard
951 W. Orchard
953 W. Orchard
955 W. Orchard
957 W. Orchard
961 W. Orchard
963 W. Orchard
965 W. Orchard
967 W. Orchard
971 W. Orchard
973 W. Orchard
975 W. Orchard
977 W. Orchard
981 W. Orchard
983 W. Orchard
985 W. Orchard
987 W. Orchard
991 W. Orchard
993 W. Orchard
995 W. Orchard
997 W. Orchard

Congratulations to Brother Alan Batlin and Brother David Byers of Sigma Phi Epsilon on being inducted into the Order of Omega.

The Word is Out!

Daily Egyptian Classifieds

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to give thanks and Congratulations to Our 1994 Sweetheart: Melissa Anderson ΣΚ

The Ladies of Delta Zeta would like to congratulate

Mike Bauer

ΩΦΕ

1994 Man of the Year

The Ladies of Delta Zeta

would like to congratulate

Mike Bauer

ΩΦΕ

1994 Man of the Year

Send Your Love a Line for Valentine’s Day

Return this form with payment by noon Thur., Feb. 10 to:

Daily Egyptian Classified Dept.

1259 Communications

For more information:

536-3311

Place your message in the boxes provided. Remember punctuation and spaces.

Name

Address

Phone

Your Love Line will appear in the Daily Egyptian on Monday, February 14

Cost = $6.00

Cost w/ artwork = $7.00

Circle artwork (if applicable)

Credit card type and number (if applicable)

Visa 

Master Card

Card #

Expiration Date

Signature

No foreign languages.

Subject to approval and may be revised or rejected at any time.

Michelle Kinnaman

engaged to

William Hudson

ΣΝ Alumni Bradley

Kimberly Logan

lavaliered to

Chris Enriquez

ΩΕ

Jill Martin

pinned to

Chad Jacobs

ΘΣ Alumni

Stephanie Krapauski

lavaliered to

Bar Johnson

AX

Connie Brown

pinned to

Andy Morgan

ΠΚΑ

Rachel Carroll

lavaliered to

Mark Auffrunti

ΣΠ

Jana Payne

engaged to

Rob Dubs

Tina Secor

engaged to

Stacy Murphy

ΠΚΑ

Joanne Lukowski

pinned to

Scott Lammert

ΩΦΕ Alumni

Alice McDonald

engaged to

Chris Ananias

ΩΦΕ Alumni

We Wish You All the Best of Luck!
Today's Puzzle

ACROSS
1. Bum
2. Michigan (7)
3. Hotline
4. Flute
5. Cake
6. Photo
7. Beret
8. Pay
9. Sew
10. Many
11. Spot
12. Bathroom
13. Car
14. Poster
15. In
16. 31
17. New
18. Father
19. Grains
20. Poker
21. Movie
22. Film
23. Rush
24. Blanket
25. Stop
26. Sound
27. Charley
28. Golf
29. Print
30. Taxi
31. Iron
32. Seed
33. Lens
34. Alice
35. Bust
36. Library
37. Door
38. Wax
39. Door
40. Bag
41. Check
42. Tape
43. Bus
44. Wax
45. In
46. Keep
47. Door
48. Bag
49. Tape
50. Door
51. Tape
52. Door
53. Tape
54. Door
55. Tape
56. Door
57. Tape
58. Door
59. Tape
60. Door

DOWN
1. Aad
2. Add
3. Add
4. Add
5. Add
6. Add
7. Add
8. Add
9. Add
10. Add
11. Add
12. Add
13. Add
14. Add
15. Add
16. Add
17. Add
18. Add
19. Add
20. Add
21. Add
22. Add
23. Add
24. Add
25. Add

Today's puzzle answers are on page 19

Shoe
by Jeff MacNelly

Calvin and Hobbes
by Bill Watterson

Mother Goose and Grimm
by Mike Peters

Walt Kelly's Pogo
by Pete and Carolyn Kelly

Today's Puzzle

Comics

Doonesbury
by Garry Trudeau

SINGLE SLICES
by Peter Kohlsaat

Doonesbury
by Garry Trudeau

SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN w/steamed rice
$2.75

BROCCOLI BEEF w/steamed rice
$2.95
Men swimmers set to fight in Big Ten battle

By Chris Walker
Sports Reporter

Iowa and Penn State do not provide any relief to the end of the SIUC men’s swimming and diving schedule, but are yet another test for the Salukis to show they’re made of.

Travelling away from the friendly waters of the Recreation Center for the first time since Nov. 19 will be a change of pace for the Salukis, but shouldn’t affect their performance.

Senior Greg Bever said the road is always tough, but the team is ready since they are travelling on Thursday rather than Friday.

“It shouldn’t be too bad,” Bever said. “It’s always hard to go into someone else’s pool but we just want to swim better and progress.”

SIUC head coach Rick Walker said Iowa and Penn State provide another tough challenge for his hard-working team.

“We expect the same kind of effort as usual,” Walker said. “We’ve got some guys battling the flu so we don’t know what to expect.”

“I’m extremely proud with how we performed with Nebraska and Kentucky last weekend. We need to be aggressive and hope for the best.”

Penn State coach Peter Brown said he expects a hard-fought meet from the Salukis.

“We expect a tough meet,” Brown said. “We will have to swim well to keep it close. I don’t see any easy races so we have to swim at the top to stay in the ballpark.”

Walker said: “the team would like to walk away with a victory or a good performance.

A good showing would allow the team to have something to refer back to during their training for the Mid-American Championships he said.

“We want to end on a high note,” Walker said. “We want to come back and say the hay is in the barn and we’re all done.”

The Salukis meet Penn State and Iowa tonight in Iowa City at 7 p.m.

Women swimmers go for record, prepare for March championships

By Chris Walker
Sports Reporter

Ending the regular season on a high note could be a factor for the SIUC women’s swimming and diving team’s hopes in the Eastern Independent Championships later this month.

The women’s team travels to Iowa City tonight to face Iowa for a chance to collect its seventh victory of the season and equal the SIUC record for most wins in a season, set in the 1987-88 season.

SIUC head coach Mark Kluemper said last weekend’s home meet against Nebraska and Kentucky have helped the Salukis prepare for their final tests.

“Last week was a super effort,” Kluemper said. “We are really pleased with last weekend and we need to build on the momentum that we’ve built the last few weeks.”

Iowa head coach Pete Kennedy said he does not know a lot about the Salukis but expects a strong matchup.

“I don’t know a lot about them,” Kennedy said. “They look like a pretty solid team. They have five or six pretty good kids and a good diving team and coach.”

Kluemper said a victory is not necessary to fulfill their goals, but would be nice to collect on the way.

“It would be nice to win,” Kluemper said. “It is something that makes the swimmers work harder. If we get that win it will make us feel that much better.”

The Salukis have a good chance to come away with their seventh victory if they swim like they did a week ago, Kluemper said.

“If we are as competitive as I think we will win,” Kluemper said. “It will give us a big boost to the Eastern Independents.”

The Salukis’ greatest difficulty this weekend may be depth. Iowa holds a lineup close to twice the size of the Salukis and victory will only be more difficult because of this.

“They are a real solid team,” Kluemper said. “They have twice as many swimmers. We have to win a lot more events – at least ten if we want to have a shot to win.”

SIUC swimmer Jennifer Baus said she isn’t 100% sure the Salukis will come away victorious but believes the team will put on a winning performance.

“Last weekend we showed that we were prepared for Iowa,” Baus said. “We are taking on competitors strong and we may rise to the occasion.”

The Salukis meet the Hawkeyes at 4 p.m. today.

Home cooking ready for runners

James Fares
Sports Page writer

I’m sweet home!

That’s what the SIUC women’s track and field team will be saying during February and March as they kick off the month’s first weekend with the Second Annual Lion’s Club Saluki Challenge, on Saturday at the Recreation Center.

The nine-team meet features Arkansas-Little Rock, Austin Peay, Memphis State, Miami (Ohio), Purdue, Southeast Missouri, Tennessee-Martin, and Washington (St. Louis).

The Boltmakers, who won the inaugural Lion’s Club Challenge with 188 points, return as defending champions, who just edged out the Salukis last year by five points (183).

SIUC’s Gretchen Daniels was the only winner for the Salukis as she took first place in the high jump (5-6 1/2), which was good enough for No. 4 on the all-time Saluki leaderboard.

Helping lead the Saluki attack were five seniors who posted Top Five all-time SIUC beats and finished second overall in the meet last year. Middle distance runner Jennifer Delcroix (200, 21.76; 400, 53.04) and distance runner Deborah Decker (1000, 3:39.0; 3000, 10:11.0) moved up the leaderboard.

“We’re very excited about this meet,” SIUC coach Don DeNoo said. “We’re back home and we’re anxious to have a good showing. We’ve been training hard but we need to be more focused and have a few more people step forward and perform up to their capability.

“I believe that we’ll have a very good meet and that we’ll have a challenge ahead of us.”

Last week at the Wildcat Track and Field Classic, senior Candy Kerhaw, who holds the Missouri record in the mile (4:48.4), placed second in the 5000 meter race and

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE

10-50% off

Select Merchandise
Now Through Sunday, February 6

BIG SAVINGS ON:

- Bikerstocks, Rollerblades, Canoes, Ski Jackets and Bibs, Boots, Tents, Packs, Rappelling and Climbing Gear, Books, Ski Boots, Ski Wear, Water Filters, Stoves, Birdfeeders and Cookware

All Sales Final

(Open 10-7 Mon. - Sat., 11-5 Sun.)

SHAWNEE TRAILS

222 W. Freeman (Next to Quails) • Campus Shopping Center

529-2313

Deadline To Apply For Student Medical Benefit Fee Refund

Friday, February 4, 1994

To apply for a refund, a student must present his/her insurance policy booklet or the schedule of benefits along with the insurance wallet. I.D. card to the Student Health Program, Insurance Office, Kenyon Hall, Room 116. All students, including those who have applied for a Cancellation Waiver and whose fees are not paid, must apply for refund before the deadline. Students 17 and under need a parent’s signature.
FOOTBALL, from page 20

"Jonathan is a great recruit for SIUC, as he grew up watching the Salukis and is now proud to be one," he said. "We are proud to have him, and didn't want him to get away from home." Kevin Skipkis will also join SIUC up front and comes to the Salukis from Cicero, Ill. The 6-foot, 225-pound center never missed a game in three years at Nazareth Academy and made over 200 snaps without a flaw. He was all-conference and all-area, helping lead Nazareth to a 9-2 finish.

"Kevin is perhaps one of the top long snappers in the country," Watson said. "He also has the ability to develop into a solid punter/extra point specialist, as he has the drive and intelligence to be successful."

With the possibility of going to either offense or defense, nose guard center Walter Skete was a can't miss selection at 6-foot-3, 260-pounds. Skete was named to the Chicago, Sun-Times All-State team and was named one of Illinois' Top 100 seniors by the Champaign News-Gazette.

"Walter probably will be looked at on the offensive side of the ball, and he is a player who will be bigger and stronger the more he works at it," Watson said. "He comes highly recommended."

The fourth and largest offensive line recruit for SIUC is 6-foot-6, 260-pound Nune Orsburn. An offensive tackle out of Wheatfield Ind., Orsburn was a member of the AP's All-State team at Kankakee Valley High School.

"Nune is only 17 and is already a huge player," Watson said. "He will get in our weight room and add strength and weight easily. Nune has the size we like and the speed that all coaches are looking for."

Two linemen round off the Saluki signees to help stabilize a defense that struggled the past two seasons.

"Sean Shaver from Naperville North High School can play defensive end or outside linebacker. Watson said Shaver is a solid pass rusher who has several dimensions in this game."

"He is a great athlete with speed who can play on the outside," he said. "He has many great tools and will get stronger."

Another outside linebacker is 6-foot-3, 215-pound Yvan Honan of Kettering, Ohio. Honan's 51 tackles, two sacks and five interceptions helped earn him all-league honors at Fairmont High School. Two of his five picks were returned for scores, which has Watson excited about this recruit's potential.

"He is a big, strong, agile athlete who can play a few positions," Watson said.

We now deliver ALL DAY!

Westroads Liquor Mart
Murdale Shopping Center #209-1211

Miller
Reg. (22 Pack)
Lite, Gen. Draft & Gen. Draft Light

$10.99

BUSH Ch
Beer
Regular or Light

$4.99

Natural Light

$6.99

Tosti
Aste Spumante

$5.99

750ml

The Monterey Vineyard
White Zinfandel

$6.99

Reg $9.99

1.5 liter

Robert Mondavi
Fumé Blanc

$8.99

Reg $10.99

750ml

Courvoisier VS Cognac

$16.99

750ml

Jägermeister

$14.99

750ml

BAILEYS
Irish Cream

$15.99

750ml

Kahlúa

$25.99

1.75 liter

-10.00

$15.99
**Dawgs win conference clash, 89-68**

Panthers declared as all five Saluki starters hit double digits

By Dan Leahy
Sports Writer

The basketball Salukis put all five starters in double figures, a recurring theme this season, and dominated virtually every statistical category on their way to thrashing the Northern Iowa Panthers by a score of 89-68.

The win moves the Dawgs (14-4, 9-2) into second-place in the Missouri Valley, as Bradley (13-4, 8-2) falls into third. The Panthers (10-7, 6-4) stay in fourth.

The game began with the Salukis and Randy Blocker the MVC’s leading scorer, trading baskets. At the end of five minutes, Blocker had nine points and SIUC led 15-10.

A Jason Simmons bucket pulled the Panthers even at 23-23 with 10 minutes to go in the first half, but Saluki forward Chris Carr scored six of the Dawgs’ next 10 points to help the team to a 10-0 spurt and a 33-23 lead.

UNI countered to cut the lead to six points twice, but the Salukis ended the half on a 6-2 run to take a 46-36 lead.

Blocker cooled off midway through the first-half but led the Panthers with a 13-point effort.

The second half was the beginning of the end for Northern Iowa. After coming within the lead to seven points two minutes into the half, the Dawgs went on a 16-9 run to take a 64-42 lead and blow the game open.

SIUC, which came into the game 18th in the country in field-goal percentage, hit on eight straight shots during the stretch. Contributing to the Panthers demise was the fact that they were outrebounded by 14 and outshot from the floor 55 percent to 46 percent. The Salukis also racked up 16 steals on UNI.

Panther head coach Eldon Miller said he was impressed by what he saw from SIUC.

“They played as well against us as I think I’ve seen anyone play all year, and we’ve played some tough teams,” Miller said. “I don’t think we were mentally prepared to play this game.”

Miller said he thought highly of the Salukis a year ago, and not much has changed.

“They were a very good team last year,” he said. “But the whole league has gotten better. This is my third year in the Valley and it has gotten better every year since I’ve been here.”

Mirkko Pavlovic finished the game with 17 points to top all SIUC scorers, with Carr and Paul Lusk each notchting 16. Marcus Timmons finished with 14 points, 11 rebounds and seven assists as he flirted with a triple double.

Chris Lowery finished with 10 points, five assists and five steals.

The leading effort from the Saluki bench came from Marcelo da Silva. Da Silva played 15 active minutes, scoring seven points and grabbing eight boards in his own Elevated fashion.

“Saluki forward las Stewart said the blowout was not a big shocker.”

“I’m not totally surprised,” he said. “Everyone showed up for us tonight and we could beat a lot of teams like that when we’ve got it all going.”

SIUC head coach Rich Herrin said he liked the first his team displayed.

“We came out and got things going early and the key is that we had great intensity,” Herrin said. “We played hard and they are a better team than we are.”

The Dawgs travel to bear country for their next conference, a 7:05 meeting with Southwest Missouri State (8-9, 3-6) this Saturday.

---

**Football team begins long trip back with strong recruiting shopping spree**

By Grant Deady
Sports Reporter

First-year Saluki football head coach Shawn Watson isn’t wasting any time bringing in fresh talent to jumpstart the struggling program.

Watson announced his first ten recruits on Wednesday, all of which have signed national letters of intent to play for SIUC.

The Salukis are currently 2-6, 0-4 in the Missouri Valley Conference. The next stop on their 11-game 2022 schedule is a home game against Bradley University.

Heading the list of blue-chippers is quarterback Reggie Kennedy out of Pontiac, Ill. The 6-foot-3-inch, 210-pound All-State selection led his team to a 15-1-finish last year and was named the Chicago Sun-Times Player of the Year. Pontiac High School won the 3A State Championship behind Kennedy’s 2,117 passing yards and 21 touchdowns. He rushed for 544 yards and hit 16 tosses in his senior season.

For his career, Kennedy threw for 4,482 yards and 38 TD’s to go along with 983 rushing yards.

“Reggie is a ball control passer who ran a similar system to what we will run,” Watson said. “His stats are impressive and he is a proven winner. Anytime you get the Sun-Times Player of the Year, you have to be excited about the player’s potential.”

Watson was able to land three running backs, each from a different Midwestern state to help solidify the Saluki ground attack.

From Inukton, Mich., Freddie Taylor rushed for over 1,000 yards and scored 12 touchdowns for Detroit Central Catholic High School. He averaged 7.9 yards per carry and was named to the all-district, league and metro teams.

“Freddie is fast with good hands and the moves to get in the clear,” Watson said. “He could also become an excellent defensive back, as he is aggressive with an outstanding catch.”

From the football tradition-rich state of Ohio, SIUC will bring in running back Brian Samuels. The 6-foot-1-inch 185-pound West Chester native ran for 1,077 yards and 15 touchdowns at Lakota High School. He had 7.9 yards per carry average and was third-best in Ohio in field-goal percentage, hit on eight straight shots during the span.

The leading effort from the Panthers bench came from Marcelo da Silva. Da Silva played 15 active minutes, scoring seven points and grabbing eight boards in his own Elevated fashion.

“Saluki forward las Stewart said the blowout was not a big shocker.”

“I’m not totally surprised,” he said. “Everyone showed up for us tonight and we could beat a lot of teams like that when we’ve got it all going.”

SIUC head coach Rich Herrin said he liked the first his team displayed.

“We came out and got things going early and the key is that we had great intensity,” Herrin said. “We played hard and they are a better team than we are.”

The Dawgs travel to bear country for their next conference, a 7:05 meeting with Southwest Missouri State (8-9, 3-6) this Saturday.

---

**Men’s track and field team heads east for tough meet**

By Grant Deady
Sports Reporter

The SIUC men’s track and field team will try to build on a strong performance at the MVC Indoor Championships by competing at the Big Ten Championships this weekend.

The Dawgs travel to the nation’s capital to face the best teams in the country, including the likes of Ohio State, Michigan and Penn State.

The Dawgs will be looking to face a few meet from senior Brian Wootton, who has worked his way up from the nationals with his strong showing in the shot put.

SIUC is expected to be in the middle of the field, but will also be taking on the best teams in the nation.

Head coach Bill Correll said he is confident the Saluki team can compete with the big-time programs.

“We are looking behind us and we will be getting a little more, a little stronger, a little faster than we’ve been,” he said.

---

see **FOOTBALL**, page 19